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2 × 2 SM-constraint, 74
2 × 2 array RC-constraint, 7
3 × 3 SM-constraint, 74

a posteriori probabilities, 228, 229
additive white Gaussian noise channel, 2
adjacency matrix of a graph, 2, 9, 17, 43, 47, 184
array

B-to-NB, see binary-to-nonbinary replacement
backtracking iterative decoding algorithm, 13
balanced incomplete block designs, 51, 69
base matrices, 2, 4
2 × 2 SM-constrained, 77, 84, 92, 95, 97, 98, 135, 136, 154, 205, 210, 211
3 × 3 SM-constrained, 78, 210
binary, 32, 166
cyclic, 98, 127, 129, 135, 136, 211
decomposition, 22
integer, 21, 38, 40, 46, 49, 50, 184
masked, 78, 79, 90, 92, 93, 95, 97, 106, 210
nonbinary, 73, 74, 166
product, 155
PTG-based code construction, 17
RC-constrained, 51, 69, 71, 90, 209, 222
SP-LDPC code construction, 42
BCJR, 62

BEC, see binary erasure channel, see binary erasure channel
BER, see bit error rate/probability
BIBDs, see balanced incomplete block designs, 69, 71
binary erasure channel, 4
bursts of erasure, 72, 92, 97, 138
erasure-burst, 94, 95, 152
erasures, 4, 211
binary input channels, 228
binary-input AWGN, 166, 172
binary-to-nonbinary replacement, 176
bipartite graph, 9
CNs (check nodes), 9
cycle distribution, 10
cycles, 10
degree, 9
degree distribution, 10–12
degrees, 9
paths, 9, 11
tanner graph, 2, 7, 9
VN-connection distribution, 11
VN-connectivity, 12, 13
VNs (variable nodes), 9
bipartite graphs, see graphs, 2, 9
bit error rate/probability, 15
bitwise probabilities, 229
BLER, see block error rate/probability
block error rate/probability, 32
BMA (Berlekamp–Massey algorithm), 193
BP (belief propagation), 9

CBMSA, see compatible base matrix search algorithm
chain, 111
channel, 1
AWGN, 2, 6
BEC, 4, 6
capacities, 1
check-and-recover process, 94
circulant, 6
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circulant permutation matrices, 5, 6
CN neighborhood, 229
CN-MPUs (check node message processing units), 14
CN-redundancy, 12
CNs (check nodes), 9
global, 138, 139
local, 138
code construction methods
algebraic-based, 1
graph-theoretic-based, 1
codes
Hamming, 53
LDPC, 1
LDPC convolutional, 111
RM (Reed–Muller), 62
RS (Reed–Solomon), 193
RS (Reed–Solomon), 99
collectively, 9, 12
column-block, 7
combinatorial designs, 2
compatible base matrix search algorithm, 226
component base matrices
horizontal, 155
vertical, 155
component codes
horizontal, 150
vertical, 150
component matrices
horizontal, 150
vertical, 150
component-wise mod-2 addition, 232
component-wise multiplication, 232
connection matrices, 17, 43, 141
connection number, 11
coset leader, 75
cosets, 75, 219
CPM-b/d/B-to-NB, 176
CPM-D-SP-construction, 73
CPM-dispersion
q-ary, 174
binary, 6, 73, 74, 76, 78, 79, 178, 205
CPM-QC-SP-LDPC code, 73
CPMs, see circulant permutation matrices
q-ary, 173
binary, 6
cyclic classes, 54
cyclic convolution, 231
cyclic convolution theorem, 232
cyclic masking, 106
cyclic replacement, 45
cyclic-shift, 6, 22, 76
downward, 22
left, 76
right, 22
upward, 76
decoding convergence, 12–14
decoding matrix, 110
decoding threshold, 12, 15, 30, 32
density evolution, 41, 67
descendant, 52
diagonal replacement, 97
direct product, 150
doubly CPM-QC-SP-LDPC code, 98
doubly cyclic masking, 106
EG (Euclidean geometries), 51, 59, 218
ensemble, 3
block-cyclic, 38
PTG-LDPC code, 20, 38, 40, 50, 210
QC, 38
SP-LDPC code, 50, 210
erasure pattern, 93
error pattern, 13, 148
error-floors, 2, 3, 12–14, 18, 32, 41, 44, 151, 164, 206, 209
Euclids algorithm, 193
EXIT charts, 18, 41
expansion factor, 17, 18
expansion operation, 42
Fast-Fourier-Transform q-ary SPA, 166
FFT-QSPA, see Fast-Fourier-Transform q-ary SPA, 172
FG (finite geometries), 12, 15
FHT (fast Hadamard transform), 231, 233
finite fields, 1
fully parallel local phase, 148
GC (globally coupled LDPC codes), 138
CN-based, 138, 149, 150
CN-based CPM-QC-, 140, 142, 211
CN-based product, 138, 150, 151, 163, 164
CN-based product QC-, 154
VN-based, 162
VN-based CPM-QC-, 162, 163
generalized product code, 159
generalized PTG-LDPC code, 141
generator row-block, 22–24
geometries
Euclidean, 218
finite, 1
partial, 217
projective, 218
global decoder, 148
globally coupled, 138
graph expansion, 2, 17
graphs, 9
bipartite graphs, 9, 16
protographs, 17, 21
subgraphs, 11, 115, 165
Tanner graphs, 7, 9
Index
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groups
additive sub-, 75
cyclic sub-, 76, 95
multiplicative, 76
sub-, 75

Hadamard matrices, 234
Hadamard matrix product, 77
Hadamard transform, 232
Hamming codes, 53
cycle span, 54
minimum weight, 53
primitive codewords, 54
hybrid construction, 2

incidence matrix, see partial geometries
incidence vector, see partial geometries
index sequences, 23, 221
intersecting bundle, see partial geometries
inverse Hadamard transform, 232

iterative decoding algorithms based on BP, 9

Kronecker delta function, 232
KVA (Kötter–Vardy algorithm), 195

Latin squares, 63, 75, 192
orthogonal, 193

LDPC (low-density parity-check) codes, 1
algebraic, 2
binary, 4
cyclic, 8
doubly QC-, 98
EG-, 221
FG-, 15
GC-, 138
irregular, 8
LDPC convolutional codes, 111
masked, 78
NB (nonbinary), 166
PTG-, 16
PTG-based, 2
quasi-cyclic (QC), 8
regular, 8
RS-masked, 195, 196
SC-, 111
SP-, 41, 51
span-constrained, 111
tailbiting (TB), 125
lifting degree, 17, 18
LLR (log-likelihood ratio), 13, 148, 163
local decoder, 148
local/global two-phase decoding scheme, 138, 147, 211
locally connected, 111

MAP, 62
masking, 52, 72, 77, 193
masked base matrices, 78
masking matrices, 78

matrix decomposition, 21, 211
decomposition constraint, 21, 184
decomposition factor, 21, 22, 27, 184
decomposition set, 21, 25
decomposition-and-replacement process, 25, 26, 182, 209
matrix expansion, 22, 72, 136
minimum distance, 12, 13, 150–152
minimum weight, 53, 99
MSA (min-sum algorithm), 9
mutually disjoint, 7

NB-to-B, see nonbinary-to-binary mapping
non-uniform expansion, 42, 44
nonbinary input channels, 228
nonbinary-to-binary mapping, 73
nonzero column-block-span, 113
nonzero row-block-span, 120

one-zero constraint, 84, 95
orthonormal, 232

partial geometries, 217
EG-LDPC codes, 221
incidence matrix, 218, 224
incidence vector, 218, 224
intersecting bundle, 219, 220
lines, 217
parallel bundle, 219
points, 217
partially parallel local phase, 148
PEG algorithm, see progressive edge-growth, 1, 18, 92
period, 114
permutation
column, 23, 222
row, 23, 222
permutation matrices, 6
pmf (probability mass function), 228, 229
post-processing decoding strategies, 13
primitive element, 7
prior-processing decoding strategies, 13
product-form, 75
progressive edge-growth, 1
protograph, 2, 17
PTG-LDPC code, 2
PTG (progressigraph), 1
PW-R (pair-wise row) constraint, 149
PW-RC constrained matrices, 7
PW-RC constraint, 7
RC (row-column) constraint, 7
RC-constrained matrix, 7
reduced-complexity iterative decoding scheme, 98, 102, 108
redundant CNs, 11
redundant rows, 11
regular matrices, 6
Index

replacement constraint, 45, 46, 55, 171
replacement set, 2, 42, 51
row-block, 7
row-redundancy, 12, 13
RS (Reed–Solomon) codes, 193
RS-base matrix, 198
RS-QC-SP-LDPC code, 198
SC-LDPC codes, 111
tailbiting, 125
terminated, 125
time-varying, 115
type-1 CPM-QC-, 115
type-2 CPM-QC-, 122
SER
see symbol-error rate, 199
Shannon limit, 1, 12
short cycles, 13
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), 12
SP-base matrix, 42
SP-construction, 2, 41
SP-LDPC code, 2
SP-operation, 42
SPA (sum-product algorithm), 9
span-constraint, 111
SPB, see sphere packing bound, 12, 34
SPC (single parity-check code), 151
sphere packing bound, 12
stopping sets, 11, 12
strong connection, 3
structure
doubly QC, 101, 102, 106, 211
section-wise cyclic, 24, 30, 47, 98, 101, 102, 110, 206
sum-form, 75
superposition, 2
symbol-error rate, 199
symbol-wise probabilities, 229
tailbiting SC-LDPC codes, 125
terminated SC-LDPC codes, 125
trapping sets, 11–13, 151, 164, 165, 212
elementary, 11
global, 212
harmful, 13
local, 164, 165, 212
small, 11, 13, 14, 165
turbo BP-decoder, 163
two-sided power spectral density, 229
UEBLR, see unresolved erasure block rate
UEBR, see unresolved erasure bit rate
unification, 44
uniform expansion, 43
unresolved erasure bit rate, 32
unresolved erasure block rate, 32
vector label, 25
VN neighborhood, 229
VN-MPUs (variable node message processing units), 13, 14
weight
column, 6
row, 6
weight distributions, 10, 54
zero-constraint, 94
zero-spans, 93, 94